DIRECT MD 24/7 Powered By
HealthExpress 365 is an advanced, affordable,

and preventive health benefits program to help
you and your family stay safe and healthy from
the comfort of home or on-the-go.
A revolutionary health benefits program that
includes an annual check up, in-home health
test, access to board-certified telemedicine
doctors, psychiatrists and therapists,
prescription savings, and medical bill
negotiations so you and your family can live a
long, healthy, and secure life.

Concept
This all started with a simple statement that resounded and gave us pause. The exact source of that statement has been lost to
time, but the statement rings true: “With a simple blood test as many as 8 out of the 10 major killers can be prevented.” This
statement had a profound impact for us.
It is our belief that we can deliver critically needed services at a cost-effective rate and, in the process, be a part of saving lives
Health and wellness is on everyone’s mind these days and we believe that most people want to be in control of their own
wellness. Where there is a need, there is an opportunity! The existing programs in the market fall short of truly putting people
in charge and simply do not provide a well-rounded approach.
It is our desire to reach the majority of households in the US. If you have Insurance our products serve as a compliment that
adds ease and reduces expense (i.e. doctor visits on your phone, no deductibles, no co-insurance, etc.), and if you do not have
basic health insurance our products afford you access to medical professionals. Our generalized target demographic is 25 – 60
with at least a high school education and employed with income above $30,000 annually. A key benefit to the programs is that
it can cover the entire family (up to 7 members) and they do not need to all be under 1 roof. This leads us to productive
Sub-groups which include individual and families with children, and individuals and families with surviving parents (i.e. the
member can cover their parents that live outside of the members home).

Mission Statement
DIRECT MD 24/7 Powered By HealthExpress 365 wants to Revolutionize how healthcare is
delivered. A long and healthy life is what everyone seeks, and we want to provide, the path to
achieve that goal. We see the tragedy of healthcare as it is today, and we need to change the
conversation. Why do we let suffering and pain control our lives when, at least some of it, can be
avoided? It is our mission, and we see it as our responsibility to change the perception and deliver
affordable necessary care to those in need.
It is our goal and yes, our passion to reach every household and provide them with the services they
need to take control of their own health and wellness, and we will do this at a reasonable expense.
The time for action is NOW! DIRECT MD 24/7 Powered By HealthExpress 365 wants to be part
of the solution, not a contributor to the problem. We will accomplish our goals with hard work,
insightful products, dedicated staff, and a comprehensive market approach.

Why DIRECT MD 24/7
Telemedicine/Prescriptions

Mental Health

Bringing back doctor’s house calls
Prescription Costs Too High?
Free doctor consults
The best prescription savings plan!
Talk to a Doctor FAST!
No Copay and $5 prescriptions

End The Addiction Cycle Here
Stressed or Depressed?
Do one thing to take care of yourself today.
Look Below
Experience life for the better. Help is Here
Feeling under the weather and down in the
dumps?
Anything Causing You Stress? We Can Help
Private Safe Virtual Counseling From Your
Couch
You do not have to live your day ruled by
anxiety. Get Help

Financial Advocacy
Overwhelmed with medical bills?
Here's How To Get Out of Medical Debt
Ask How We Can Help With Your Medical
Bills
Drowning in a Sea Of Medical Bills? Stop!
Congratulations you've been approved for
help
We'll lend you a hand

Blood Test
You have a right to know your
health.
Why wait ? Know your health
today.
Our in-home virtual test saves
lives. Are you next?
Fast, reliable, and trustworthy
Health Test
It’s never too late to take charge
of your health
Our revolutionary in-home
health test is here
Reduce your risk of disease and
complications.
Know your underlying
conditions
Early detections saves lives

Products and Services
DIRECT MD 24/7 Powered By HealthExpress 365 provides access to a physician 24/7/365 on your phone, via
facetime, or web portal. No more waiting for an appointment at the convenience of a doctor’s schedule, and no more
germy waiting rooms. If medically appropriate, the doctor can prescribe medication and send the prescription to your
local pharmacy. There is no limit to how many virtual appointments you can have and absolutely no copay or
coinsurance. The member pays absolutely nothing out of pocket for the doctor visit.
Prescriptions are critical to managing health, and they are expensive! DIRECT MD 24/7 Powered By HealthExpress
365 has a multiple faceted prescription program that offers $5 telemedicine prescriptions. A member can go to their
local pharmacy with a prescription, present the DIRECT MD 24/7 Powered By HealthExpress 365 prescription card,
and have the cost reduced right then and there. If the member is a diabetic, they can have access to free diabetic
supplies.
What really sets us apart from the others in the space is our lab services. A member can get a simple and safe In-Home
Health Test that is recognized by top global health organizations. Our test can identify serious health conditions that
for some people can be life-threatening, including heart, liver and kidney disease, diabetes, cholesterol, and many
forms of cancer. All of this from the safety and security of their own home. The testing kit comes directly to the
member, and they mail it back in a postage paid container. They get the results from a portal provided by the lab and
those results can be shared with their personal physician or reviewed without telemedicine provider.

Products and Services continued
There is a Behavioral Health benefit that can provide counseling. Our members do not have to suffer in
silence and can get the help they need with personalized care from our licensed therapists and counselors
that specialize in depression, anxiety, PTSD, and all forms of addition.
We also provide a financial advocacy program that will help with prior and current medical bills. Everyone
has heard the horror stories of out-of-control medical invoices and bills. Medical debt is a leading cause of
bankruptcy in the country today. Our members can have a professional negotiate with the service providers
and get reductions in the bills. In some cases, the reduction can be as large as 80% (actual reductions are
subject to many factors)! Reducing debt enhances wellness as it reduces stress. We’ll also make sure you
receive the lowest possible price on any upcoming medical procedures. Financial aid is available to those in
need.

Choose a Health Benefit Program

Join Us Today!

